Introduction
Over the last decade, video surveillance from Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) has become increasingly feasible. UAV-based systems come in a range of sizes and prices. The more expensive systems, costing hundreds of thousands to millions of dollars, include multiple high-resolution cameras, GPS and other sensors, on-board data processing and storage, and state-of-the art transmission to ground. However, the high cost of such systems prohibits their widespread adoption for many important applications. For such applications 5-8 foot miniature UAVs (mini-UAVs), typically in the ten to fifty thousand dollar price range, may be more realistically and widely deployed.
Unfortunately, video from mini-UAVs suffers from a number of problems. Because of their small size, miniUAVs are easily buffeted by the wind, making the video unstable and hard to watch. Providing sufficient resolution of objects on the ground results in a limited field of view, creating a "soda-straw" effect similar to that described in [5] . This makes it difficult for an observer to detect and identify objects and landmarks, let alone build a mental model of the enduring scene. Finally, the resolution of the video is restricted by both the limited payload capacity of the craft and the available bandwidth for transmission to ground.
A number of well-established vision techniques can be helpful in addressing these limitations. Video mosaics, even if created only for a relatively small number of frames (less than 200) can enhance the spatiotemporal display of the video and have been shown to improve detection of targets of interest [23] . Multi-frame super-resolution can be used to enhance the resolution of the aerial video while still allowing efficient wider-area coverage. For some applications, mover detection can also be used to identify targets of interest, but doing so requires separating intrinsic scene motion from that of the camera (egomotion).
All of these methods require accurate frame-to-frame registration, which for many aerial video applications must be done in real time. Real-time mosaicking can be accomplished in fairly straightforward ways using global transformations. However, for accurate super-resolution and mover detection when there is even modest parallax, dense (allpixel) correspondence may be required in order to achieve acceptable results. This paper presents a hierarchical dense correspondence (HDC) algorithm designed for implementation on graphics processing units (GPUs) and a framework for using this dense correspondence to implement local mosaicking, super-resolution enhancement, and mover detection. The use of dense correspondence between both adjacent and non-adjacent image pairs allows robust application even when there is significant parallax in the sequence. Furthermore, we can operate directly from uncalibrated cameras, even when there is significant uncorrected radial distortion from using wider-angle lenses to cover larger target areas. This achieves effective results even in cases where global transformation fitting may be difficult or error-prone.
We demonstrate our HDC-based algorithms on image and video data acquired in the field, including both mini-UAV video footage and small sequences acquired with an SLR in burst mode.
Related Work
Many researchers have used aerial video for various applications (e.g., [8, 9, 18-20, 23, 31] ). Some of these methods have been accelerated for real-time use using either custom hardware (e.g. [19] ) or more recently GPUs (e.g. [32] ). As is the case with our visualization framework, many of these applications rely on accurate registration of successive video frames, and in this work we focus on three applications of the HDC for image alignment: local mosaic construction, super resolution, and mover detection.
The creation of panoramas or mosaics from collections of images, including video, has been a well-studied area for more than 15 years [22, 24, 26, 27, 29] . (For an excellent survey of this broad area we recommend [28] .) Mosaics have been used extensively as a means for summarizing aerial video sequences in ways that provide broader spatial context than individual frames [15, 18, 19] . They may also be used as a component in a larger strategy for visualizing video content [6, 11] .
Once spatially aligned as with a mosaic, multiple video frames can also used to provide super-resolution, or greater resolution than a single source frame alone provides. Although there are a variety of approaches for aligning and warping the source images, modeling their respective point spread functions, and blending them [1, 2, 4, 7, 10, 12, 13, 16, 17, 25] , a key component in all methods is likewise the accurate alignment of image content. Since most mosaicking approaches use a global transformation between the images, super-resolution from mosaics can often be limited by local deviations from the global transformation, typically the result of parallax or intrinsic motion in the scene. The HDC algorithm presented here, because it allows arbitrary perpixel motions different from the general global transformation, can accurately align frames on a per-pixel basis and super-resolve the images even in the presence of parallax.
This per-pixel registration of images also facilitates the identification of intrinsic motion in the scene by separating out the frame-to-frame differences due to camera motion [3] . While the HDC algorithm allows minor deviations in motion due to parallax, larger motions can be detected and isolated to identify movement.
System Overview
The system in this paper relies on aligning sequences of video frames V in order to enhance them. Given a temporal window of 2W + 1 frames, we align frames {V t−W ,...,V t ,...,V t+W } with a designated anchor frame V t .
Our system employs a combination of two types of 2D transformations: hierarchical dense correspondences and either perspective or affine transformations derived from these (see Figure 1) . The dense correspondences produce pixel-level mappings between two images, often at subpixel accuracy. Without any direct computation of 3D depth or camera parameters, they can account for effects such as change of perspective and motion parallax. Perspective or affine transformations, on the other hand, provide a single, global mapping between two images that is compact to store and simple to compose to describe the transformation along a sequence of images. A useful tool in our approach is to compute the global transform that is the best least-squares fit to a given dense correspondence mapping. Figure 2 illustrates the transformations that need to be computed to create a mosaic and enable both superresolution and mover detection. HDC is used to compute the dense correspondence D i →i+1 between frames V i and V i+1 . This, in turn, is fit with affine approximation A i →i+1 . Each time our temporal window advances by a frame, we perform a single HDC and a single affine fit to it in order to incorporate the new frame into the sequence. Composing A t →i with A i →i+1 produces A t →i+1 . These composited transformations may then, as with other mosaicking methods, be used to combined the new frame with other frames in a mosaic, as described in more detail in Section 5.1. Since we are continually updating the computations as new frames arrive, we do not use a global bundle adjustment [30] .
Multi-frame mover detection and super-resolution require somewhat more computation. In particular, each requires a dense correspondence D i →t between each frame contributing to the detection or resolution enhancement and the anchor frame V t . Although it may seem conceptually possible to compose dense correspondences in a manner similar to the affine transforms, there are two noteworthy obstacles. First, we wish to avoid any procedure that repeatedly resamples the images. Second, the correspondences are not easily composed without clipping to the boundaries of each successive image as the composition proceeds. Instead, we retain the previously described pipeline but use each affine estimate A i →t to seed the HDC algorithm for the computation of D i →t . Having a good seed for the HDC computation can be important as source and target are farther apart in the sequence or in the spatial domain.
Hierarchical Dense Image Correspondence
The fundamental building block of our system is an efficient and robust algorithm for computing dense (per-pixel) correspondences between a source and a destination image. As described in Section 3, this enables the mapping of a set of images to the domain of a selected anchor image, and provides the ability to perform super-resolution image enhancement and background/mover segmentation.
As with other dense correspondence algorithms, such as optical flow and stereo matching, the HDC algorithm has a matching component that produces a motion field, and a regularization component that smooths the warp. One key Figure 1 . Overview of aerial video enhancement system. To create a temporally local mosaic each frame V i is mapped to its successor V i+1 using HDC to produce D i →i+1 . An affine transformation A i →i+1 (Section 5.1.1) is then fit to this and composed with A t →i to create an affine transformation that (approximately) maps frame V i+1 to the anchor frame V t (Section 5.1.2). Each frame is then displayed using its corresponding affine transformation to create the mosaic. To achieve super-resolution each dense correspondence D i →t is seeded with A i →t and then refined with HDC to map each pixel that overlaps V t . Once registered to sub-pixel accuracy, the source images are blended. difference from existing algorithms is that the matching and regularization components are decoupled and occur in two distinct passes. The reason this decoupling is important is that it makes the algorithm amenable to GPU implementation where the required calculations are easily distributed to the processing cores to be calculated in parallel, providing a significant acceleration over a CPU-only implementation.
Hierarchical Algorithm
Using source and target images as input, we perform correspondence on (currently) greyscale imagery and assume that intensity levels across the sensor field have been properly calibrated. The output is a 2D coordinate for every source pixel indicating its forward correspondence into the target domain. In our current formulation, this warping function is presumed to be a bijection (i.e. the mesh of warped samples has no folds or gaps). This is of course not true in general, but we can get quite far under this assumption, especially for aerial imagery.
We begin by constructing a diamond hierarchy for the source and target images (Figure 3 ). Each successive level is low-pass filtered and contains half as many samples as the previous one, similar to Hwa et al. [14] . Notice that in our application, we use the hierarchy for the purpose of efficient computation and not just for visual display. As compared to a standard image pyramid, the diamond hierarchy improves the prediction quality as we advance from level to level, and reduces potential grid artifacts in the results.
After hierarchy construction, we apply an iterative, twophase algorithm at successively finer levels of the hierarchy (Figure 4 ). Starting at the coarsest level, we initialize the transformation from the source to target pixel locations to either an identity transform or to an appropriate affine transform, if one is available. Then we perform some number of iterations, each of which consists of a matching phase followed by a straightening phase ( Figure 5 ). The resulting transformation for level i of the hierarchy is used as a starting prediction at level i + 1 using mesh refinement. Around ten iterations are typically required for convergence at the finer levels, and coarser levels can have a hundred or more very inexpensive iterations for robustness.
The matching phase is a gradient descent algorithm. For each pixel of the source image, we compute a local gradient at its current position in the target image. We use this to make a linear prediction of the direction and distance to move the source pixel in the target image to match its intensity. To promote robustness, the step size is clamped to a fraction of a target pixel to mitigate the effect that outliers have during the straightening phase. As the gradient mag- nitude becomes small, the gradient direction becomes more noise than signal, so we disqualify such pixels, as well as those that go outside the bounds of the target image, from motion during the matching phase.
Whereas each source pixel moves independently in the matching phase, the straightening phase uses information about the current locations of source pixel neighborhoods to locally regularize the warp. For each source pixel, a local neighborhood of locations is used to compute an affine transformation from the source to target image (we find that a 5 × 5 neighborhood is sufficiently large). The new target location of each source pixel then becomes a weighted average of its target locations as predicted by all the local affine transformations to which it contributes.
GPU Implementation
The architecture of the commodity Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) is ideally suited to accelerate the dense correspondence algorithm. Modern GPUs provide hundreds of gigaflops of processing power, driven by a large number of floating point processing cores (e.g. 128 cores on the NVIDIA 8800 GTX). Furthermore, GPUs are designed to Figure 5 . HDC stages. Left: source image (smaller squares) superimposed on destination image. Center: two phases of the HDC algorithm. The top row demonstrates how the pixels move independently during the matching phase, while the bottom row shows the pixel locations after the straightening phase. Right: after several iterations of alternating the matching and straightening phases, the images are aligned. The resulting locations are then propagated down to the next finer level, and the process repeats.
provide highly optimized memory access for programs employing 2D local access patterns. The correspondence algorithm is not significantly hindered by the limitations of the standard GPU programming model, such as reduced efficiency for incoherently branching code and lack of support for scattered write operations or inter-thread communication (though this is actually improving on the latest GPUs).
Both the initial hierarchy construction and the iterative correspondence algorithms map well to the fragment processing units on the GPU. Our implementation was written using CUDA and targeted for an NVIDIA Geforce 8800 GTX GPU. To compute the dense correspondence the source and destination images are first copied into GPU memory and a diamond hierarchy is created for each image using the grayscale intensity values. We also construct a diamond hierarchy of gradient values for the target image. Each hierarchy construction requires one "rendering pass" (computational kernel execution) for each hierarchy level.
The iterative algorithm is broken into passes for each phase of an iteration. The matching phase, requiring a single pass, maps a fragment thread to each source pixel. A thread reads a source pixel intensity and the current corresponding location in the target image to obtain the magnitude of the intensity difference. This is combined with the gradient of the target image at the current target position of the source pixel to compute the new 2D target location, which is output to a 2D texture via a frame buffer object.
The straightening phase requires two passes. The first maps a fragment thread to each source pixel. For neighboring pixels (using a 5 × 5 neighborhood), the current warp locations are read and contribute to a 6-parameter affine transformation, which is output from the first pass. The second pass also maps a fragment thread to each source pixel. The affine transformations computed in the first pass are read for each member of the source pixel's 5 × 5 neighborhood. Each of these affine transformations is applied to the thread's source pixel, and a weighted combination of the results is used to compute the pixel's location after straightening, which is output from the fragment program.
We have benchmarked the two algorithm phases on an NVIDIA Geforce 8800 GTX GPU. The matching phase and straightening phases achieve rates of 145 million and 68 million pixel-iterations per second, respectively. This performance is over 230 times that of our unoptimized CPU implementation running on a single processor of an Intel dual-Xeon 3.0 GHz.
Application and Examples
We now demonstrate the HDC algorithm and accompanying framework (Figure 2 ) for implementing temporally local mosaics [23] super-resolution from multiple video frames, and detection of intrinsic scene motion.
Local Mosaics
Creating mosaicked sequences requires concatenating chains of correspondences that relate each frame to its neighbors. Although it is possible to compose the HDC mappings directly, this is computationally expensive and does not extrapolate well. To overcome these limitationsand for compositing long sequences only-we reduce dense correspondence from the HDC to a global transformation through least-squares fitting.
Affine Transform Estimation
The first step in creating a local mosaic is to create a transformation between each pair of neighboring frames in V . Because the current frame-to-frame transformation is typically similar to the previous one, we initialize the dense correspondence D i →i+1 with the previous affine transformation
has not yet been calculated, we initialize D i →i+1 with the identity mapping.) We then run the HDC algorithm to get the dense correspondence D i →i+1 between V i and V i+1 .
We use a pseudoinverse technique to fit an affine transformation A i →i+1 to D i →i+1 . By thresholding the gradient and correspondence error in the HDC phase, we fit the global transformation using only high-quality correspondences. The x and y components, A x and A y of the affine transformation A i →i+1 are calculated independently, as
where D x i →i+1 and D y i →i+1 are the x and y components of D i →i+1 , respectively, and M is a N × 3 matrix of homogeneous pixel locations (x i , y i , 1) giving us an affine transformation A i →i+1 that maps each frame to its successor.
Even in situations when dense correspondence is not ultimately needed, first finding dense correspondence and then fitting global transformations to them can have advantages over directly computing global transformations alone. When there is significant parallax or uncorrected lens distortion in the sequence, a single global transformation alone cannot correctly match all of the points. This causes sparse feature-based approaches to be sensitive to the location of selected feature points, and dense area-based approaches to be driven by the mismatched areas.
Composing Affine Transformations
To correctly display all frames of the local mosaic, we compose the frame-to-frame transformations A i →i+1 to create a transformation A i →t that maps each frame V i directly to the anchor frame V t .
Our goal in creating this temporally local mosaic is to provide additional context for the currently viewed frame while allowing features in the video to persist longer on the screen. When transformations are composed without doing a bundle adjustment, small errors in the transformations will accumulate and distort frames that are temporally distant from the anchor frame. While small distortions are not necessarily inconsistent with our goals, we would like to minimize distortions as much as possible, while maintaining the real-time display of the mosaic. Thus, we select the middle frame of the video sequence V to be the anchor frame, allowing both V t−W and V t+W to be as close to the anchor frame as possible. Since the affine transformations calculated above are only calculated in one direction, we need to invert the affine transformations A i →t where i > t before doing the composition. We calculate A i →t from the previous composition, A i+1 →t , as
whereÂ i−1 →i is the inverse of A i−1 →i and I is the identity transformation. Each time t advances, we only need to compute one new frame-to-frame affine transformation in order to display the complete mosaic M t . The frame-to-frame affine transformations are composed according to Equation 2 then displayed as described in the next section.
Mosaic Display
While mosaics can aid in building of a mental model of the scene, artifacts may appear during the mosaic process, especially in frames far from the anchor frame. In order to ensure that each frame appears undistorted at some point during the playback of the mosaic we keep the anchor frame undistorted at all times and display the composited mosaic from frames {V t−W ,...,V t ,...,V t+W } relative to it (Figure 6) . For live video, of course, this requires buffering the display by 2W + 1 frames between the entering new frame, the undistorted anchor frame, and the exiting frame.
We can filter out unwanted motions by allowing the anchor frame to translate. Experience has shown that it can also be helpful to unwind the rotations caused by the turning of the plane by allowing the anchor frame (and hence the mosaic) to counter-rotate. Thus, we can maintain a consistent orientation.
Users are also allowed to zoom and pan the mosaic as desired. As the user zooms in or out, we adjust the frame window size W accordingly. When the user zooms in far enough so that the anchor frame is occupying more screen real estate than its original dimensions, we then transition to displaying the mosaic in super-resolution.
Super-Resolution
Many applications require covering a target area as quickly and as thoroughly as possible. Increasing the area that the mini-UAV covers on each pass while still maintaining the resolution needed to identify ground features can shorten the time to search a given area. Super-resolution techniques can enable the mini-UAV to fly at higher altitudes (or use wider-angle lenses) while providing the same resolution as if it was flying at a lower altitude.
As with other multi-image super-resolution methods, we combine information from overlapping video frames. The movement of the mini-UAV causes each frame to be captured from a slightly different viewpoint. As a result, pixels in each source image are integrating over a finite area of the scene that is slightly offset from the other images.
Super-resolution requires calculating very accurate alignment for each of the source images that overlap the anchor frame, allowing us to take advantage of additional information gained from repeatedly sampling the scene. Significant parallax due to the movement of the mini-UAV and depth variation in the scene can cause alignment problems for global registration techniques. The local warps that the HDC approach allows, however, can accommodate parallax motion and give us the needed accuracy in alignment.
To generate a resolution-enhanced anchor frame V t , we collect surrounding frames and warp these into the anchor frame's coordinate system using dense correspondence. The affine transformations that we calculated during the mosaic construction (A i →t ) are used to initialize the HDC warps (D i →t ), allowing us to robustly warp frames that only slightly overlap the anchor frame. We then refine the registration using the HDC algorithm to align the images to sub-pixel accuracy (D i →t ). Figure 7 shows an example of dense correspondence between distant frames seeded using composited affine transformations compared to dense correspondence calculated directly.
Once all of the correspondences are calculated we combine the source images to create a super-resolution image. Each pixel of each source image is displayed on screen at their floating-point coordinates.Each screen pixel then selects for its color the source pixel it is closest to (nearest neighbor) or a blending of the source pixels that are close by (weighted average). This blending process is accelerated using the GPU to keep the display of the super-resolution image at interactive speeds.
Many methods for super-resolution frame it instead as an inverse problem [4, 17, 25] . These approaches also require accurate pixel alignment and would also benefit from HDC's provision of dense corresponded. We use a forwardrather than backward-projection approach simply for efficiency and to further make use of the GPU.
One indicator of the accuracy of the dense correspondence computation is the ability to create super-resolution images by warping multiple images to a single frame of reference and compositing, as shown in Figures 8 and 9 . Figure 10 compares the results of super-resolution for both global and dense correspondence when parallax occurs. 
Mover Detection
Segmentation of moving objects is performed in two phases: detection and completion. In the detection phase, the goal is to have at least a single pixel of positive detection per moving object, not including parallax motion of buildings, trees, or other tall structures. In the completion phase, pixels for the entire object are determined. Extra "guard pixels" surrounding the object are also labeled as part of the mover to obtain a conservative segmentation. Both phases could be accomplished with well-known but expensive search and correlation strategies [8, 21] , but for real-time processing on small sensor platforms, fast, local computations are desired.
The detection phase uses five consecutive frames {V t−2 ...V t+2 } and their dense correspondences to the anchor frame {D t−2 →t ...D t+2 →t }. The median value is obtained for each pixel over these frames. The detection is then the difference between the current frame's value and the least different value from a small neighborhood of the next frame. A small amount of "soft erosion" is performed on the results. This was found to be very reliable at detecting some pixels per mover and was not as sensitive to noise or to building edge parallax as single-frame differencing.
After detecting a set of pixels from each mover, a conser- vative region of pixels is determined around each complete mover. Using the results of the five-frame detection, these are good starting points to seed a search for all mover pixels. We start with the core pixel of each connected component, defined as the last pixel to be deleted for the component by repeated erosion operations that are restricted to not break connected components. From this starting point, we flood fill to all pixels that are near pixels with frame-to-frame differences with magnitudes above a specified threshold. Figure 11 shows the differences in mover detection accuracy using a dense correspondence registration versus an affine warp. The dense correspondence matches the background scene much better and eliminates the vast majority of false alarms caused by parallax motion when using a global transformation alone.
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a novel method hierarchical dense correspondence algorithm designed for implementation on GPUs. We have also presented a framework for using these dense correspondences for such aerial video processing applications as local mosaic creation, superresolution, and mover detection. This approach, based on a combination of hierarchical dense correspondences and affine transformations fit to those correspondences, performs robustly even on mini-UAV video with no extrasensory information and in jittery flight conditions. The same framework permits not only basic mosaics but fast computation of super-resolution imagery on the GPU, as well as mover detection. The use of dense correspondences means the method is robust even when there is parallax from 3D structure in the scene or when using uncorrected video with non-linear lens distortions.
